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Key pKey pKey pKey pointsointsointsoints    
 

• Strategic planning will determine whether the consequences of peak oil are 

positive or negative, short-term or protracted. 

 

• Fostering public awareness that results in community action should be a 

priority. 

 

• Priority should be given to reducing road and road-freight dependence and 

changing to electric vehicles. 

 

• A strategy to rationalise transport should be accompanied by a push for the 

localisation of goods and services regardless of current competitiveness; this 

could be considered an “environmental-sustainability premium”. 

 

• Crisis management as problems arise, as opposed to prevention, should be 

viewed as poor strategy. 

 

• Future debate will be politicised, emotive and possibly irrational leading to 

confusion, panic, hostility and poor decisions based on short-term objectives. 

 

• The problems in cities will have an immediate impact on rural areas due to 

their economic and political power. 

 

The paper focuses on actions that opinion leaders in remote and rural communities 

such as the Mulga lands of western Queensland can take, rather than the systemic 

policy settings that require action by city-based policy experts and governments. 

 

 

 

AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
 

The aim of this paper is to discuss the effect that peak oil is likely to have on 

rural and remote regions in Australia, with South West Queensland and the 

regional centre of Charleville used as a reference. Defensive strategies are 

discussed, which if employed in advance of peak oil, prevent unnecessary 

hardship and hopefully lead to a more sustainable low carbon future. Peak oil 

could be a short–term and minor inconvenience if key strategies are begun 

immediately. However, without immediate and wide-ranging change, i.e. if 

business continues as usual, the consequences of peak oil will cause much 

hardship and disruption to society and its economy for possibly generations.  

 

This paper follows from, “Peak Oil: An introduction for the average 

Australian” (Gutteridge 2007) hence it is assumed that the reader has a 

rudimentary understanding of peak oil, the consequences and how the broader 

issues relate to Australia. 
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1111....             IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 

In the modern Australia of almost unrestricted travel, frequent relocation of work and 

residence, and access to global media and communications, it can be argued that there 

is little difference in lifestyle enjoyed by residents of the suburbs of a major city 

compared with that in a rural town, e.g. Brisbane versus Charleville 700km inland. 

Yet this similarity is maintained via long and vulnerable petroleum-based supply lines 

and various types of State subsidies intended to promote equalisation. Presently many 

rural communities have a higher “well being” rating than their city counterparts, even 

if this is not reflected by income (Cummins et al 2005). This is not to deny that some 

regions are suffering from loss of population, face-to-face services, investment or self-

sufficiency, especially in dry-farming and grazing areas, and particularly the smaller 

towns with less diversified economies (Peters 2006). Yet the decline in some areas is 

offset by rapid growth and investment in others, especially larger towns and coastal 

areas. 

 

If peak oil is acknowledged, then it follows that critical resources, products, services 

and institutions which currently underpin modern society across the whole country 

will need to adapt. In contrast to social and economic evolution over the past 100 

years, forecasts of the near future suggest changes will be rapid and dramatic. And if 

not addressed strategically in the present, they have the potential to cause much 

hardship, especially in rural and remote locations. Furthermore, the longer the delay in 

confronting them, the greater the hardship and more difficult the transition (Hirsch et 

al 2005 – Sprott et al 2006). In contrast, if adaptation is initiated and paced at a time 

when key resources and options are available, then the transition and outcomes could 

be relatively benign and indeed represent positive steps toward sustainability. 

 

 

2222....             Population dynamicsPopulation dynamicsPopulation dynamicsPopulation dynamics    
 

Any discussion on rural Australia cannot ignore the fact that almost 90% of 

Australian’s live in, or in close proximity to, a major city, and of the remaining 10% 

most live a quasi-urban lifestyle in or on the periphery of regional population centres. 

A very small percentage of the population are professional farmers or graziers. 

Furthermore, many rural enterprises have members of the family employed off-farm 

intermeshing the rural enterprise with other industries including mining, forestry, 

freight, retail and services or government employment. The rural economy is complex 

and spread across many sectors and it is this milieu that creates prosperity, 

opportunity and quality of life. Conversely the loss of key industries and services can 

set off a cascade of decline. 

 

In 1900 approximately 85% of the world’s population were farmers or rural. In 

Australia due to lower soil fertility the proportion was lower. In 1911 the total (non-

Aboriginal) population was 4.55m with approximately 50% classified as non-urban, 

and 43% - 1.96m - rural. Today the rural population is around 14% - 2.8m. The total 

paid Australian labour force in 1911 was 1.89m with around 450,000 classed as rural 

(excl. mining). The rural workforce included graziers 32,000, farmers 216,000 and 
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farm workers 190,000 i.e. total 438,000
1
. Thus in the past, fewer people actually lived 

in rural areas as compared to today (~1m less), but as a proportion of the total 

population, work force and economy, their contribution was greater. Many worked 

small holdings, often over-grazed or exploited for little profit, requiring long hours of 

hard work (48+ hr/w) with lifestyles tempered by isolation but augmented through 

pride in nation-building, innovation and self-reliance. It can be argued that properties 

and towns had a higher degree of self-reliance, fortitude and community spirit than is 

likely to exist today. Very few individuals and families rose beyond subsistence. 

Fagan (2001) gives a description of the worst of rural life in the UK, providing an 

insight into why so many peasants and labourers relocated to Australia. 

 

 

Even in the best of times, rural life was unrelentingly harsh... A Winchester 

farm worker who survived childhood diseases had an average life 

expectancy of twenty-four years. Excavations in medieval [1600s] 

cemeteries paint a horrifying picture of health problems resulting from 

brutal work regimes. Spinal deformations from the hard labor of plowing, 

hefting heavy grain bags, and scything the harvest are commonplace. 

Arthritis affected nearly all adults. Most adult fisherfolk suffered agonizing 

osteoarthritis of the spine from years of heavy boatwork and hard work 

ashore...the human cost in constant, slow-moving toil was enormous. Yet 

despite the unending work, village diets were never quite adequate, and 

malnutrition was commonplace. Source: Fagan, B., 2001. 

 

 

Despite hardships, by world standards Australians were well off. The diet was richer 

in animal protein and cereals, the climate was temperate (mild winters) and the air and 

water cleaner. In 1900 the world life expectancy was around 40 years, but in Australia 

it was 56.5, ranked only second behind New Zealand at 59.4 (Tiffen & Gittins 2004 

p.6). It is claimed that the ANZAC was taller, heavier built and stronger than their 

British ally or European foe.
2
 This seems a reasonable assumption if diet and lifestyle 

were the prime reasons, and quite astounding considering that at the time most of the 

Australian population was only one generation, or less, removed from that same 

European stock.
3
 Thus, even before hydrocarbon-based mechanisation and fertiliser, 

rural Australians were prosperous by world standards.  

 

In a distopian future it can be reasoned that there could be a reversal of the trend in 

population drift to cities as unemployment and scarcity force people to search for 

more secure and desirable lifestyles in rural areas. The dramatic population growth in 

Australian cities over the past 50 years is a result of the birth rate, foreign immigration 

and to a lesser extent rural migration. Therefore, reverting back to something like 50% 

of the population living in the country is not the numerical equivalent of the past 

(~2m); it is an absolute invasion (i.e. 10m) for which rural Australia has no prior 

                                                 
1
 All Australian historical statistics taken from: Vamplew, W., 1987 (ed). Australians: Historical 

Statistics. Broadway NSW. Fairfax 
2
 This is suggested by: Bean, C.E.W., (ed) 1920-1942, The Official History of Australia in the War of 

1914-1918. Sydney. Angus and Robertson. 12 volumes, see Australian War Memorial 

http://www.awm.gov.au/research/bibliographies/officialhistories.htm  
3
 For a more in-depth analysis see: Kinsella, K., 1992. Changes in Life Expectancy 1900 – 1990. 

American Journal for Clinical Nutrition. Vol.55. 1196-1202  
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experience and no existing capacity. This may not necessarily be a bad outcome 

(especially for some rural businesses) if a transition is gradual and ordered, although it 

would still prove to be a major economic and political shift. Recent examples of 

demographic change have included city infilling and the rapid growth of once quiet 

coastal or hinterland towns: sea-change and tree-change. However, major population 

shifts to rural areas if sudden and disorganised would tax the capacity of infrastructure 

and may be highly disruptive. Consider that if people are evacuating the cities due to a 

range of hardships it may be that those very same problems will also afflict rural 

areas. Yet the decline and even abandonment of cities has been a recurring theme 

throughout history as a result of changing economic and social conditions (Diamond 

2005).  

 

Some analysts suggest that the end of the hydrocarbon age will also see the end of the 

modern city as a productive and peaceful centre of civilisation for an extended period 

of time (Kunstler, 2005 - End of Suburbia 2005). Arguments are premised on the 

belief that there is insufficient time to adapt to peak oil, that there is a lack of vision 

and political will to initiate rapid and radical change, and that the sheer inertia and 

economic incentive (growth ethos) to continue developing sprawling hydrocarbon-

based cities will outweigh reason and morality. Kunstler describes an almost post-

apocalyptic America of the near future: 

 

 

Suburbia has a tragic destiny. More than half of the U.S. population lives in 

it. The economy of recent decades is based largely on the building and 

servicing of it. And the whole system will not operate without liberal and 

reliable supplies of cheap oil and natural gas. Suburbia is going to lose its 

value catastrophically as it loses its utility… Will the collapse of suburbia 

as a viable mode of living tear the nation apart, both socially and 

politically? ...The ensuing disappointment, hardship, and social turmoil 

may lead to any of several unappetising outcomes [e.g. scapegoating, 

anarchy, militarism]…  

 

Exhausting resource wars would only accelerate the plummeting standards 

of living in the United States and speed the loss of legitimacy of the 

national government. If large numbers of people cannot unload their 

suburban McHouses and McMansions, then sooner or later many of these 

buildings will simply be abandoned, or become the slums of the future. I 

don’t think the transition will be very long. Lawlessness may make the 

continuation of life in the dysfunctional shell of suburbia extra-difficult. 

The national chain stores will be dead. The supermarkets will not be 

operating. None of the accustomed large-scale systems we depended on for 

the goods of daily life will be operating as they did, if at all. It is hard to 

conceive of any kind of social reorganisation that might overcome the 

practical limitations of the suburban development pattern, minus the fuel 

needed to run it. Many people may try to hang on there, but their lives may 

be Hobbesian [violent, hard & short]. Where suburbanites might go 

otherwise is a very good question. Source: Kunstler 2005 p.248. 
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Although Kunstler’s focus is the large city, comparable to Australia’s capital cities, it 

also raises questions for regional population centres (10,000-50,000 pop.). The real 

events of the 2000 petrol crisis in the United Kingdom and across some areas of 

Europe demonstrated how vulnerable the modern city is to a petroleum disruption, 

and how easily Kunstler’s hypothesis can be defended. As a result of small and short-

duration industrial action, panic buying saw half of the nation’s fuel supplies depleted 

within a few days and most within two weeks. As a consequence critical systems 

began to collapse, and if the fuel crisis had continued longer, e.g. months rather than 

days or weeks, metropolitan centres like London, and by analogy Brisbane or any 

significant population centre, would have become unlivable and prone to the type of 

population haemorrhaging that Kunstler describes. 

 

Critical infrastructure that broke down during the 2000 UK fuel crisis included: 

 

o energy sector 

o transport 

o healthcare 

o food distribution 

o finance and banking 

o industry 

o government services. 

 

Source: Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC), 2005. Incident 

Analysis: IA05-001: Impact of September 2000 Fuel Price Protests on UK Critical 

Infrastructure. 

 

 

On September 9th, a nation-wide panic buying of fuel began. A few days 

later, over half of Britain’s gas stations were shut down. When the first 

deliveries of gas began again on September 15th, 90 percent of gas stations 

were without fuel… 

 

Food didn’t get delivered to supermarket shelves. Ambulance services 

stopped as did blood supplies to hospitals. One hospital ran out of stitches 

and many more complained about being unable to move hazardous materials 

from their facilities, creating health risk. Medicines were not delivered to 

pharmacies. ATM machines weren’t loaded with money. The financial 

impact of the week-long fuel drought was estimated to top £1 billion.  

 

Despite a five percent increase in rider-ship on public transportation (causing 

overcrowding), trains and buses were required to reduce frequency or stop 

service on many lines because of lack of gasoline or drivers who couldn’t get 

to work. Hospital personnel shortages also caused all but emergency hospital 

care to be cancelled. The ambulances that did run were told to keep their 

speed below 34.2 km/ to conserve fuel. 

 

Food sales increased 300 percent, and as the sight of empty shelves became 

common, panic buying increased. By September 13th, having no bread or 

milk, a number of supermarkets began rationing food purchases. 
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Industry leaders noted that large parts of the economy, including steel and 

motor manufacturers, faced the threat of shutdowns, cutbacks and closures 

had the fuel crisis lasted any longer. Car manufacturers were within a week 

of shutdown by the time supplies started flowing again. Defense and 

aerospace industries were also within a week of “serious problems,” and steel 

makers had been on the brink of a 40 percent reduction in output. Some 

companies started reducing the size and scope of their operations. Source: 

Anon 2006. Remember, remember the 5
th

 of September, 2000. 

 

 

One of the more disturbing aspects of the UK 2000 event was that for the most part it 

was self-inflicted and further compounded by competing and divisive government, 

commercial and public interests (Bagguley 2000). Therefore, as opposed to a natural 

disaster, e.g. hurricane Katrina, procedures and critical infrastructure were not 

disrupted by force majeure, but by the very social and economic system for which 

they are in place to service. The concern is best framed by the following rhetorical 

question: 

 

 

Just how do you organise a picket, apparently with small numbers and 

overwhelmingly peaceful, and get the cooperation of the industry you 

target (like the powerful oil industry) - and the cooperation of the police, 

along with apparent widespread public support? Having done this, you 

virtually bring the nation to a standstill in a matter of days; you do not get 

arrested or beaten by riot police; and get to be number one news for days. 

You also get to dictate what goes in and out of your target industry and, 

while not actually physically stopping any trucks, you declare that your 

peaceful picket will prevent all but emergency service deliveries. Source: 

Doherty et al 2003 

 

 

There is little doubt that peak oil will affect Australian cities, both capitals and 

regional centres, with consequences ranging from mild to severe depending on the 

precautionary measures put in place. Furthermore, because Australia is such an 

urbanised nation, and because the major cities play an important role in supplying 

goods and services to the country regions, anything that disrupts cities economically 

or socially will have a ripple effect out into the rural areas. It is true that rural areas 

supply cities with many goods and services, e.g. food for processing and distribution 

or raw materials for industry, but most rural centres do not consume the same produce 

that they export. For example in Charleville almost all of the grocery items, much of 

the meat, and almost every household consumable is trucked to the region via 

Brisbane. Charleville currently has little capacity to augment supplies even for staples, 

although that was not always the case.  

 

The legacy of 50 years of cheap fuel and industrial and retail rationalisation now sees 

many of those food and essential items grown or produced thousands of kilometres 

away, principally in the southern Sates; with those supplies actually being closer to 

Sydney and Melbourne. Most manufactured goods are not even produced in Australia; 

therefore their supply chain is stretched further and could be vulnerable to forms of 

disruption beyond Australia’s control. 
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3333....             ScenariosScenariosScenariosScenarios 
 

3333....1111.... SSSSmooth transitionmooth transitionmooth transitionmooth transition    
 

Market mechanisms can be applied to avoid a peak oil catastrophe through embracing 

“disruptive” technology [disruptive because it makes petroleum obsolete] which 

allows existing structures and systems to function with relative normality
4
. Although 

it would have been convenient if biofuels or hydrogen could have performed this role, 

unfortunately they can’t. The only technology-based solution in the short-term is 

converting the private transport fleet, followed by all other vehicles, to electric (EV). 

Private cars get priority because they are the largest consumer of fuel
5
, most of them 

are in the cities which better suits current EV technology, and converting them would 

go a long way to achieving many other sustainability objectives, such as reduction of 

emissions. 

 

Technology already exists to replace the current fleet with EV of comparable or better 

performance for price. To-date hostile industries and government policies have 

retarded development and public acceptance. Also, it has been only in the past decade 

that batteries, computers and electronics have advanced sufficiently to compete on 

power-to-weight, range and convenience with modern cars. A rapid replacement 

strategy would also complement the Oil Depletion Protocol that suggests nations 

should reduce oil dependence at the same rate as global stocks decline (Oil Depletion 

Protocol). 

 

Strategies have been devised whereby an EV fleet can further a host of sustainability 

objectives, e.g. retaining more wealth in the community as opposed to paying for oil 

imports, lower operation costs, and dramatic reduction in CO2 emissions and other 

resource consumption. It is acknowledged that some raw materials, e.g. lithium, for 

batteries could become depleted if there is a world-wide conversion to EV. However 

there are a range of battery and power options based on alternative materials which 

are more abundant, and batteries can be recycled whereas oil cannot. 

 

The electrical distribution network covers the populated regions of the country, thus 

the power infrastructure is already in place, unlike hydrogen. However, a truly green 

fleet would draw most of its power from local alternative supplies such as solar or 

wind. Again it is acknowledged that raw materials to manufacture photovoltaic cells 

(PV) are limited, but PV efficiency is rapidly advancing, the materials can be 

recycled, and PV is not the only way to get energy from the sun – solar thermal is an 

option. Even if vehicles are powered from the coal-based grid, emissions reductions 

of up to 90% will ensue because EVs convert electrical energy to motion far more 

efficiently than internal combustion engine cars convert petrol, and with no exhaust. 

Furthermore there is some potential to capture carbon at the power stations but not 

from cars. 

 

                                                 
4
 It should be emphasised though that this is not to say that technology and markets are solutions to 

other problems relating to sustainability; they are invoked here purely in the context of peak oil. 
5
 Most of Australia’s petroleum is consumed in the cities, accounting for 73% of all car journeys and 

69% of all forms of road transport. 
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Should there be a major initiative to electrify the urban fleet, this would free up 

significant petroleum resources for rural areas until such time as their fleets are also 

electrified. In time most trucks, tractors, plant and equipment can also be electrified; 

with slow heavy machinery well suited to electrification. Agricultural motorbikes can 

be powered by biodiesel as is currently being trialled by the US military. Hence no 

new technology is needed; just a new paradigm and a critical review of the control 

that hydrocarbon industries have over economies and governments (Miller 2007 p. 

561). 

 

Complementing the electrification of the transport fleet would be improvements to the 

rail network, including further electrification. There would need to be an effective 

program aimed at transferring most road freight to rail, as well as improving inter-

regional passenger transport, which could reduce reliance on buses and airlines. Over 

the longer timeframe a high-speed rail system could link all of Australia’s major cities 

as has been successful in other countries. 

 

In parallel a review of the underlying reasons why we need to travel so much would 

be required. Hypothetical sustainable city design usually includes urban 

consolidation, transit-orientated planning whereby people live along public transport 

corridors, and a better dispersal of resources and services in relation to where people 

live and work. Traditional private ownership of vehicles is grossly inefficient in use of 

resources: for example, private vehicles depreciate rapidly while stationary for >90% 

of their short service lives. What should be sold is the service of transport, not the 

commodity of a car with all of the ongoing private and public costs. 

 

The smooth transition scenario is a continuation of the present in all respects except 

for a change in the energy source used to power transport. Oil will remain important 

to the economy as a feedstock for many industrial chemical processes. Even with a 

change-over to EV many environmental issues would still need to be addressed 

including the current level of GHG emissions from power stations and urban sprawl. 

 

 

3333....2222.... FortifyingFortifyingFortifyingFortifying    
 

Failures to get EV or other oil demand-reduction strategies in place prior to the 

consequence of peak oil will necessitate more radical responses. In this scenario it is 

presumed that a rural area, Charleville, will embrace preventative strategies in 

advance while most of the country does not, i.e. the fortifying analogy. 

 

There are elements that are fundamental to any society and cheap reliable transport is 

currently required for all of them. They include: 

 

° food 

° shelter 

° family 

° community 

° independence 

° actualisation. 
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This conceptualisation borrows from Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Needs”(UTAS 2006) 

(although his focus was the individual’s psychological health rather than the whole 

health of the community). 

 

Peak oil is expected to disrupt multiple levels of the above-mentioned hierarchy at the 

same time. Obvious problems will arise at primary levels such as food, but at the same 

time independence will be affected as with employment and personal independence. 

 

 

3333....2222....1111.... FFFFoodoodoodood and consumables and consumables and consumables and consumables    
 

Food supply is a critical resource but is potentially at risk because most rural regions 

have an almost complete dependence on imports. According to USAID (2005 p.48-

49) the survival ration per capita for populations in protracted crisis situations, e.g. 

refugees is 2,100 kcal/person/day, which for 3000 people (Charleville) equates to 591 

tonnes per year excluding water. Currently Charleville’s annual food and grocery 

imports are approximately 10,000 tonnes per year, with roughly 1/3
rd

 being primary 

food product (less beverages) contributing to a 3,800 kcal/day per capita diet, 

including wastage; see table below. Almost all of this is trucked from Brisbane. It 

should be noted that the USAID ration does not include red meats or dairy products, 

i.e. protein is provided through pulse grains and small quantities of fish. 

 

 
 

The apparent Australian diet in kilograms of food types per year, equivalent to 3,800 

kcal per day. Source: ABS. 

 

Charleville and most other rural towns supply little to none of their own foodstuffs. 

This is because they cannot be produced economically in the region when competing 

with industrial farming, processing and distribution networks. This does not mean that 

they cannot be produced; it just means that on quantity, quality or reliability they 

cannot compete in the current market. A wide range of small industries did once exist 

in country towns and until cheap road freighting – that is, until hydrocarbon-

dependant industrial farming products displaced them, were in most cases profitable 

family-run business. Their demise is part of the reason for the loss of population and 
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investment in rural Australia. But was it that they were inefficient, or that the 

hydrocarbon economy was under-priced and they could not compete with cheaper 

imports that freeloaded on fossil resources and unchecked emissions? 

 

 

In the days of horses, farmers living 15 to 20 miles from a good market had 

a real problem unless a railroad ran nearby. A team and wagon required 

most of a day to make the round trip to town and back, and in hot weather, 

were often unable to make the return trip till the next day. A truck could 

cover 20 miles in a couple of hours and was always ready to go. 

 

In 1915, an estimated 25,000 trucks were on American farms and, by 1930, 

the number had grown to 800,000. One result of the farmer's extensive use 

of motor trucks was the growth of central market places in large urban 

areas. Small towns that, in the days of horses and railroads, had been the 

trade and social centers of their areas, withered and faded into obscurity.  

Source: Sam Moore “Lets Talk Rusty Iron: Farm Trucks”
6
 

 

 

Industrial agriculture is about profit from surplus, and in Australia this is achieved by 

adding water and fertiliser to soils that already have some other natural advantage, 

e.g. climate. In many cases access to abundant and reliable water is the key 

determining factor for commercial-scale agriculture; hence irrigation schemes in 

otherwise arid or marginal regions. Improvements in profitability are usually 

incremental and may be attributed to specialisation, better scheduling, mechanical and 

input efficiencies and market access (domestic and international). Growing fruit and 

vegetables for a local region of 3000 people would be conceptually different from 

commercially growing for the Brisbane or national market. 

 

In the past most communities had a dairy and market gardens as well as households 

growing their own fruit and vegetables. Seasonal surpluses were either sold locally 

and often informally or were preserved to last till next harvest. When food was 

transported it was usually non-perishable, e.g. canned or dried, and was afterwards 

prepared in small businesses or in the home. Transporting perishables such as milk or 

refrigerated goods was often not economical and usually not necessary. Similarly 

fresh meat was not imported because most towns had a local butcher that supplied a 

range of meat and smallgoods derived from a local herd. 

 

Under a program of rural self-sufficiency it is suggested that some small industries 

would need to be re-established at a local scale (localisation), well in advance of any 

peak oil crisis. To achieve this in the present they may need to be subsidised or at 

least patronised by the community, even if they were presently not as price-

competitive as the imported product. People are usually willing to pay extra for 

organic or quality products, often promoted by brand advertising. So if local produce 

were only marginally more expensive but created employment and security for the 

future, this could be considered a marketing niche in itself. Yet it is an untested 

                                                 
6
 Farming in South Beaver (18/11/07) 

http://www.bchistory.org/beavercounty/BeaverCountyCommunities/southbeaver/southbeaverfarming/f

armingmain.html  
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hypothesis that local produce would in fact be more expensive today given rapidly 

rising food prices as a consequence of drought and rising farm or transport costs. 

 

The localisation argument is the opposite of globalisation or even the national 

strategies of major retailers; it may not even be legal to favour local goods under the 

recently signed “free trade agreement” with the United States. Yet when 

supermarkets, banks or other industries pull out of communities citing declining 

profits no questions are asked, so there appears to be an imbalance favouring the 

corporation over the community’s welfare. It is suggested that in a peak oil future 

many national retailers will rationalise, again citing profit, and it will only be those 

communities that are prepared through localisation who will continue with some 

semblance of normality.  

 

Many of the food products in the average Australian diet are by world and historical 

standards inefficient to produce, luxurious and if consumed in excess can lead to poor 

health. They are also over-packaged to aid marketing, and often over-processed to 

allow for extensive distribution and extended self-life. Most meat and dairy products 

are land- and resource-intensive as compared to the vegetable equivalent, in a ration 

of approximately 10:1. Having said that, across much of rural Australia there is little 

capacity to cultivate large-scale commercial crops, thus if the land were not used for 

extensive low-density grazing it would not be used for any agricultural purpose. 

Indeed if it could be used for growing industrial crops year after year then this would 

be the preferred land use, offering farmers a better financial return than grazing. This 

is the Australian paradox and part of the reason for the already mentioned high quality 

of life in the past, that is, Australia produces what the rest of the world may consider a 

premium source of protein, such as beef or mutton, because there is little else apart 

from dryland wheat (in less marginal areas) that we can produce on a commercial 

scale. 

 

It is expected that there will be a reversal in the downward price-trend for red meat 

and fibre. Red meat’s resurgence will be attributed to:  

 

° more people, wanting to live higher up the food chain 

° stress placed on agriculture from peak oil and climate change 

° rapidly declining fish stocks. 

 

Wool and leather have been displaced by cotton and synthetics, but this is also likely 

to be reversed in the near future, because: 

 

° cotton is energy- and water-intensive  

° production will suffer from rising input costs 

° markets in China, India and United States will switch back to staples or 

biofuel. 

 

Most synthetics are derived from oil thus as a consequence of rising price and 

dwindling stocks this will also become less competitive against natural fibres. 

Resurgence in hemp production is expected because it can replace cotton, synthetics 

and wool in many products. 
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Paradoxically a rise in prices for meat and fibre may also pose a risk for long-term 

sustainability. As these products become more profitable, especially if the economy is 

depressed, there will be a strong incentive to overstock and further degrade the land 

for short-term gain. Hence the community, and the nation as a whole, needs to 

consider fundamental questions about sustainability, e.g. for how many people, with 

what level of profit and for how long into the future do we want the land resource to 

support us. Many studies have shown that over the longer term grazing properties are 

more profitable when adopting low stocking rate strategies, as opposed to turning a 

quick dollar. However, these studies were based on declining, not rising commodity 

prices. 

 

One final concern with regards to food is the recent practice of fuel docket 

discounting where a patron for a certain brand of petrol can get a discount on their 

grocery items. The result of this practice is to subsidise the use of fuel, hence allowing 

people to continue consuming over and above where the market price would normally 

curb their behaviour, and spreading this cost over all consumers. Therefore, even 

those people who drive fuel-efficient cars, or no car at all, end up subsidising less-

efficient users. As a perverse commercial tactic it is almost without equal: it allows 

for higher petrol prices to be charged and it effectively gleans revenue from people 

who don’t even consume petrol. A community concerned with reducing fuel 

dependence may wish to devise ways to penalise instead of reward excessive fuel 

consumption, or at the very least reward people who use less. Unmanaged market 

forces may take the community in directions decidedly against its interests. 

 

 

3333....2222....2222.... transporttransporttransporttransport    
 

A major plank in Australia’s early rural development strategy was the laying of rail 

networks between major centres. Before trucking, and in the absence of navigable 

inland rivers, it was and probably still is the most energy-efficient way to move bulk 

goods (steel on steel has a low coefficient of friction). The rail network was truly 

visionary and is likely to enjoy a renaissance 100 years after its establishment, having 

been sidelined by the excesses of the hydrocarbon age. Unfortunately in the interim 

many rail lines have been dismantled and in some cases the land sold off. Charleville 

is atypical and fortunate to still have a regular passenger and goods service. The 

community and all those other towns along the line should consider this a critical 

asset for the future because it all but negates the region’s isolation. The line would 

benefit from an upgrade being that the route is principally a freight line, so it is slow, 

bumpy and noisy. However, in the present this is unlikely to get priority attention 

from the State government until patronage is increased or until the economic calculus 

by which the usefulness of rail is now measured can be adjusted. Patronage is subject 

to a chicken and egg dilemma so the potential of rail won't be realised without 

political action such as lobbying or policy action such as by demonstrating the 

economic savings by replacing road transport. 

 

Many rural areas have benefited from a growth in tourism, specifically from retirees 

travelling through Australia’s outback and remote regions. This has been helped by 

budget airlines’ bringing increasing numbers of foreign tourists. In an attempt to 

capture some of this market, many rural towns have devised schemes to promote 

natural advantages or peculiarities in their regions. In Charleville’s case this has 
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included a bilby and astronomy centre. The strategy is to give tourists a reason to stop 

in the town and to keep them there as long as possible. Presently almost all tourists 

arrive by private car. Modern era tourism is the result of high disposable household 

income, reduced working hours and cheap travel. Peak oil threatens all of these. In the 

era before cars, few people could holiday, but when they did or needed to travel long 

distances it was by train on land or otherwise by boat. 

 

It is likely that there will be a downturn in tourism if people have less discretionary 

income, the cost of travelling is higher and budget airlines perhaps no longer exist. 

However, there are other strategies that a rural area may adopt, especially if utilising 

the rail asset. The town itself could be marketed to tourists as a Sustainable Town, or 

Solar Town in an attempt to attract not only the green tourist, but perhaps classes 

from schools, universities or delegations from industry and governments. It is highly 

likely that sustainability or at least self-sufficiency will be big business in the future 

because everyone will need a model to help them address their own local problems. 

This type of tourism could prove beneficial for small local food industries, just as 

gourmet cottage foods are found on the tourist routes in many capital city hinterlands. 

 

 

3333....2222....3333.... societysocietysocietysociety    
 

A successful rural community will be a beacon in a landscape of hardship and as such 

is likely to attract people looking for stability and security, especially young 

unemployed families. If this is a gradual influx then it could prove a benefit for the 

local economy and society with each new arrival needing housing, possibly bringing 

money to spend, and of course contributing to the labour pool. A community with 

high self-sufficiency or sustainability standards may develop induction strategies 

consistent with the overall regional plan to guide people toward productive ends for 

the greater community good. 

 

In an attempt to juxtapose Kunstler’s view of a distopian America or the UK 2000 

example, a short fiction on future Charleville, or any comparable country town, is 

attempted below. The intention is to stitch together the ideas discussed above and to 

give them a human context which is otherwise difficult when presenting facts and 

rational argument. 

 

 

The Long TableThe Long TableThe Long TableThe Long Table    
 

There are now 10,000 people living in Charleville, everyone’s a local even those that live 

100 km away, and everyone works; most for money but some for keep. They aren’t 

suffering the unemployment and poverty of other areas, this being a big attractor as well as 

the safety; there isn’t one police officer or inspector in the district, there are 10,000 of 

them. But even so it’s still been hard since the War cut off the oil supply and of course the 

damn weather keeps playing up. The flood two years ago was nearly as high as 1990, but 

this time they were prepared, and as for the gardens, they have never been better. 

 

Once the main street was full of cars, now it’s full of people. They move at different 

speeds, some darting from shadow to shade, others in broad brimmed hats stand like cattle 

in the middle of the road talking business. There are a few vehicles parked; a couple of 

dusty biodiesel utes, Roy Wilson showing off his new electric Crewcab, and some small 

electric town cars. A government delegation from Denmark samples the brewery’s latest 

creation; Mulga Beer, another successful export.  Their crisp white shirts identify them as 
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outsiders, some things even an Akubra can’t hide; yet with warm smiles they fit in. Like a 

flock of sparrows in straw hats and trailing ribbons, children wind through the vegetable 

market on their way to the Earth Science Resource Centre. The everyday solar technology 

that they take for granted will be explained, and with wide-eyed disbelief they will be told 

the story of how it used to be in the hydrocarbon age. 

 

Over the past decade more of the people moved back into the town, and most newcomers 

knew no different. Dozens of three story Pueblos were built about the town meaning that 

even though the population had trebled, the town’s footprint had actually shrunk. These 

buildings looked more outback than the mulga itself. Earth coloured walls three feet thick, 

set in dense gardens, each an Eden on a 45
o
 day. Inside they are a cool quiet refuge despite 

no air-conditioning or heating; it’s amazing what clever people can do with sunshine. 

There were no fences or private yards, they had the whole town. Each was built not only to 

withstand a flood, but to expect it, hence the easily vacated ground floors, and the ability 

to seal the below-ground cisterns that caught every drop of rainfall and were part of the 

building’s thermal regulation. 

 

Almost no one in the town owned a car anymore; it just wasn’t needed and didn’t make 

any sense. If you wanted to go anywhere there were free bicycles or cheap taxis. If the 

need arose, there was a fleet of electric and some biodiesel-hybrid vehicles that you could 

just book online and one would be at your door within minutes; it’s not like they had to 

contend with traffic, just people. Depending on where you had to go, there was a vehicle to 

suit, from a 1000km vacation to towing a horse float down a boggy track. It also worked 

out much cheaper not having to own something that spent most of the day parked in the 

sun losing money. These little bugs were sun-lovers, charging-up wherever they were 

parked, and as for depreciation, some with more than 20 years of constant use were still 

going strong. As Bill Murphy the electro-mechanic says as he fiddles and fusses in his not 

so busy workshop, “These things will stop only when the sun runs out of puff, so we’ve 

still got a few years to go”. Even children as young as 12 can drive the slower ones, the 

Skiffs, which are speed limited to 20kmh in the town and 40kmh on the open road, seeing 

that no one much uses the highway anymore. It’s not uncommon to see one lumbering into 

town under the weight of half a dozen kids and their cargo for market day. That was one 

thing about so many young families moving out this way, it filled the town with children; 

busy active industrious children with no time for television, they are already taking charge 

of the future. 

 

It was going to be a big event this Saturday down at the river gardens. From sunrise the 

teams would start arriving to pitch-in and finish some of those nagging jobs that are too 

much for one person and too little for everyone. Knock-off would be at noon, and then the 

much talked about judging followed by the Long Table. The boys from the Roo Works 

reckoned that they were a shoe-in for the best vegetables. Herman had been working for 

years on his secret blood and bone brew and their crop was definitely impressive. The 

Newbies had made a good showing this year. They had benefited from the recent arrival of 

an Italian family, evacuated from down south, who knew a thing or two about horticulture. 

Last year’s winners were the church group, although everyone said they had an unfair 

advantage. Others suggested it may have been that their prize pumpkin benefited from 

being a short walk from the pub and may have got a bit of after-dark watering. No one is 

quite sure how Olaf, the industrial chemist from Ukraine, managed to grow a strawberry 

the size of a tennis ball, but given that no one is game to eat it; it may end up preserved in 

the tourist centre. He does explain when asked, but between his rapid broken English and 

the name Chernobyl being cussed several times, no one is the wiser. Yet it just may be that 

super-critical strawberries with gooseberry zeno-flux pebble bed moderators could 

someday power future cars, or perhaps it was something else he said. 

 

The Long Table was about food: it was their version of a harvest festival, but simple, 

practical, without the costumes and dancing. It was not spoiled by marketing gimmicks; 

the food was the entertainment along with the cooking and the company. Last year over 

1000 turned up, this year probably more. There was much anticipation because the 

Augathella “meat ants” would be joining them this year as part of their maiden trip down 

the newly completed rail link. It had been tough up there for years, but now that they were 
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reconnected with civilisation, Charleville’s version at least, things were going to be all 

right. The southern part of the track was completed along with the solar thermal project, so 

for the last 20km a silver parabolic trough runs each side of the track providing more heat 

energy to Charleville than anyone yet knows what to do with. No doubt industry will 

follow, perhaps the much rumoured addition to the meat works so that all cattle are 

processed locally instead of half still being shipped out live. This would mean more jobs, 

more “Bilby” logos stamped on ration packs, and an extra couple of freezer wagons on the 

goods train. 

 

On Long Table afternoon no one talks about what happened in the big cities, or the War. 

Sure most of them have their own story from before when they too were Newbies. In the 

only silence of the afternoon the Pastor says a prayer for all those without a Long Table, 

and then the noise of normality returns. Toddlers gum and suck the butter from golden 

cobs of corn, butcher Bill’s ironbark-cured sausages hiss and spit on the hotplate, whilst 

local cheeses are savoured; everyone talks about how much better it will be next year. 

 

 

 

A sustainable future is as much about society as it is economy. For most of the half-

century after 1950, Western society strove for economic growth under the belief that 

as it grew so did our quality of life. This has been a fallacy. Although standard of 

living (an index of consumption, measured by gross domestic product GDP) has kept 

rising, quality of life (an index of well-being and lifestyle) has been steadily declining 

since a peak in the early 1970s (Hamilton et al 2000). This analysis suggests that a 

slow-down in economic growth (or consumption) could be quite benign, if the policy 

settings are managed to transition methodically to a simpler, more local lifestyle. Peak 

oil is expected to have a major impact on global markets, and it is suggested that 

another severe and global depression is inevitable as markets correct for currently 

inflated values of goods and property in the oil-dependent sectors of the economy. 

 

A second fallacy is that growth would generate wealth which would enable 

governments and the private sector to solve environmental problems. Given that 

inflation-adjusted economic growth by definition implies increasing throughput of 

physical resources, inevitably it will cause increasing pressure on the natural 

environment. GDP counts as gain in the financial cost of remediating environmental 

pollution and social decay, but in no sense can a society forced to spend its resources 

in this way be termed prosperous. 

 

In the future it may be found that greater attention needs to be given to the social 

aspects of life. Diamond (2005) documents many examples of communities that have 

survived many centuries or even millennia because they struck a better balance 

between economy and society than Western society has reached. In the Long Table 

story, the community was as passionate about their lifestyle and community as they 

were about economic progress. They knew that where they were was home and as 

such they invested for the long-term. There was no benefit from striving for unlimited 

wealth because money had lost much of its value; instead, what had appreciated was 

security and real quality of life. Under an expectation that economic hardship is 

imminent, it is prudent to consult the wisdom of the ages and the philosophers to 

remind modern society what makes life worth living. 
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3333....3333.... Business as usualBusiness as usualBusiness as usualBusiness as usual    
 

Under this scenario it is assumed that everything continues as in the present and as 

each crisis occurs it is dealt with in isolation. Most decisions affecting regions are 

imposed in ascending order from markets, planners and distant politicians. Of the 

latter two, as is currently the case, their principal focus, based on the financial and 

demographic trends of the past 10-20 years, is economic development. 

 

It is anticipated that fuel prices will increase rapidly over the next decade, as will the 

cost of living and credit. Wage inflation will not keep pace with rising costs and 

should the money supply be inflated by the Reserve Bank, it will reduce the dollar’s 

purchasing power. Declining farm profits may see many quit the land, selling to larger 

corporate farms if they continue to be viable. If consolidation or corporate takeovers 

are not deemed profitable, or credit has dried up, then property values may plummet. 

When the smaller farmers quit many will leave the district, and corporations through 

running leaner, may buy less from the local economy and in some cases buy direct 

from industries interstate. This could lead to a spiral of closures and population 

decline. 

 

Everyone across the community and nation is tightening their belts, so prices of 

commodities including metals-minerals remained depressed, and some economists 

start to mention the word “stagflation”. There is a drop in tourism as more people 

choose less distant destinations to holiday, and the 4 wheel driving “grey nomads” 

have done their pilgrimages and retired to comfortable armchairs. The new generation 

of retirees are more reluctant to spend, concerned over children still renting and stock 

market fluctuations that affect investments. 

 

Conflicts escalate disrupting the world’s oil and gas supplies and forcing the 

government to implement rationing. The conflict seems to have no solution and it is 

expected to be protracted. Within twelve months national production-delivery of 

petroleum is 50% of the previous year’s, with rationing favouring commercial, 

agricultural and essential services. Investment and tourism have all but stopped, 

national unemployment is officially reported at 25% but is probably higher, and many 

are under-employed. Food has become expensive and increasingly scarce in the cities, 

and as a result of difficulties experienced in outer suburbs some people are starting to 

drift as they look for work and security. The value of real estate in outer urban 

suburbs, the previous boom locations, has dropped dramatically and many people 

have lost their savings invested in overvalued properties. The cost of growing food 

and transporting it is becoming a major drag on the viability of rural communities, and 

its rising cost is especially hard on the rural population who are in other areas of 

employment such as production and services. There are major labour disputes over 

wages and conditions with strikes and disruptions becoming common. Unemployment 

in some rural locations is near 50%, and welfare payments are less than adequate due 

to inflation and governments’ alarm at the escalating cost. 

 

The political situation in the community and at higher levels is tense with much 

recrimination and blame. It is not helped by a lack of transparency, misinformation 

and propaganda. Most government strategies are designed to address crises that are 

occurring from day to day. There is little to no investment in small, localised projects, 

although some mega-projects such as dams and nuclear reactors are lauded by 
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politicians as a Keynesian solution, just as roads and tunnels were in the 2000s when 

traffic congestion was seen as the main problem. 

 

As the rural population declines the State government announces that it cannot 

continue to run a passenger rail service to Charleville. There will still be a service 

once a month to shift cattle, although even their numbers are declining due to absence 

of grass. The severity of previous droughts means that many properties are holding 

onto breeding stock. A bus, subsidised by the government after the private company 

rationalised, still makes the trip once a week. It is slow and uncomfortable; many who 

have children studying in the city suggest they stay there. Those in the city wish they 

were in the country. 

 

 

Australia’s last major gold rush took place in Croydon Qld. A station 

manager found gold in 1885 and within a year a town had sprung from the 

savanna with over 6,500 people. At its height there were 37 licensed hotels, 

industries, schools and a railway. Croydon was Queensland’s fourth largest 

town. However, as with all mining the richest ore bodies were exhausted 

first followed by consolidation, rationalising and eventually closure. There 

are now 316 people left and the town acts as a supply outpost for the 

surrounding cattle stations and as a petrol stop for tourists.  

 

 

Under current paradigms of development there is little worth saving in an outback 

town if stock or minerals can still be profitably extracted, and if tourists can still get 

petrol. The rationale is that corporate grazing and mining operations can be operated 

in remote locations, and travellers need only a filling station, not a whole, and 

economically un-viable, community. If the intention is to save rural communities then 

measures and policy must be as social as they are currently economic. This has been 

all but absent in Australian public policy. Thus if the more remote rural areas are to be 

developed into the future, or even maintained at their present level, then a different 

type of thinking is required in the present, and it must be played out within a context 

of peak oil. 

 

 

4444....             LocalisationLocalisationLocalisationLocalisation    
 

It is suggested that local scale community action is required to produce the types of 

changes needed to insulate remote communities from a challenging and uncertain 

future. In the literature on peak oil, and sustainability, this approach is often referred 

to as re-localisation. However, many communities adopt strategies only after they 

have been shown to work elsewhere. The problem is that someone needs to pioneer 

new systems and also different regions require unique solutions. Furthermore, with 

respect to peak oil, the types of solutions are preventative therefore they address 

problems that have not yet occurred, just like insurance and other forms of risk 

management. If conditions are different in the future, and perhaps more akin to the 

past, then many of the solutions that will be discussed below actually have a 

precedent, being all of human history prior to the hydrocarbon age. 
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Below is a list of strategies that may be employed to address both short and long-term 

objectives, i.e. peak oil and sustainability. They are believed to be no-regret options, 

whether they produce the desired outcomes or not. It is also suggested that all of them 

are in some way part of a greater transition toward sustainability and should have a 

positive effect on environment, economy and society if implemented. None need to be 

initially expensive, and if successful, the community may thereafter choose to invest 

further. 

 

 

4444....1111.... Community educationCommunity educationCommunity educationCommunity education    
 

The view of the world presented by commercial media is indeed just that: a 

commercial view. It is a forum for manufactured news and press releases that are 

driven by commercial and political interests. With respect to peak oil, there has been a 

noticeable lack of coverage and a bias toward corporate-driven technology-based 

futures such as the hydrogen economy, which have little grounding in reality, yet very 

effectively limit or confuse rational debate on future challenges (Union of Concerned 

Scientists 2007). The editorial campaign in the 2000s by The Australian newspaper 

against environmentalists in general and climate scientists in particular is an example. 

 

 

If you don't read the newspaper you are uninformed. If you do read the 

newspaper you are misinformed. Mark Twain 

 
 

It is depressing for a lay audience to be presented with a problem without a solution, 

and as such there is some merit in the observation that people get turned-off when an 

issue becomes too negative. Even war is promoted in a positive and moralistic light, 

and of course that fighting will result in victory, always for our side. This paper 

demonstrates that for peak oil there are many options which need to be openly 

discussed. Public forums have both positive and negative aspects, especially if they 

are open to all opinions, including those informed only by the commercial media. It is 

suggested that as a precondition to any voluntary change, a community needs to be 

properly informed. Coincidently this is also a precondition to a properly functioning 

democracy and markets.  

 

 

4444....2222.... A realistic vision of the futureA realistic vision of the futureA realistic vision of the futureA realistic vision of the future    
 

It is vital that the community develops a realistic view of the future, including both 

aspirations and concerns. This should be with a mind to solving those problems they 

themselves can solve. This view of the future should be simple and clearly articulated 

with statements of goals and broad strategies for achieving them. This is standard 

practices for most organisations, both public and private, and it must now be applied 

to peak oil. 
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4444....3333.... Small stepsSmall stepsSmall stepsSmall steps    
 

Assuming that the community develops a realistic statement on the future, thereafter 

small steps should be identified and implemented, with each being a stage in the 

overall strategy. This is perhaps best demonstrated by the example below. 

 

Community accepts the proposition:  

 

° there is a growing risk to food supply or affordability. 

 

Vision of the future: 

 

° the community wishes to guarantee that there will be ample food supply into 

the future for either local consumption or trade; 

 

° the community believes that part of a sustainable future is the re-localisation 

of food production where possible, and also closing the nutrient cycle; 

 

° it is considered that the production and processing of food has the potential to 

generate new jobs, improve lifestyle and attract investment. 

 

Initial step: 

 

° support initiatives to establish food production, either as small commercial 

enterprises, or a version of collective effort or both; 

 

° plan to produce and market goods in the absence of petrochemical inputs or 

elaborate packaging e.g. plastics; 

 

° approach existing food retailers about supporting local industry; 

 

° create the opportunity for new market entrants, especially those that are 

informal or cottage style industries; 

 

° as a community agree to preferentially purchase local produce. 

 

The same could be applied to meat and dairy products. There may also be scope to 

substitute imported non-edible goods with local alternatives. However, when 

substitution is not possible creative trading options may be considered. It is interesting 

to note that this approach is capitalism at it most fundamental and classical. 

 

Over the longer-term consideration may begin on how the rail system could be 

improved, alternative transport and energy supplies may be developed and integrated, 

as also strategic marketing to attract new people and maintain tourism. 
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5555....             ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
 

There has always been competition for investment between regions. Some prosper as 

a consequence of natural endowment or good fortune, others are still-born or decline 

due to unfavourable circumstances. In most cases the outcome is a result of, or lack 

of, strategic planning. Peak oil will ensure that those regions that do not strategically 

plan, therefore continue to operate under business as usual, will suffer some form of 

hardship and probable decline. Over the longer timeframe people may move back to 

some rural areas as cities become less attractive. But even then they are not likely to 

move en masse out much further than the fertile and well watered city hinterlands 

unless more remote rural areas have something to offer. 

 

Small changes in the present can ensure lifestyle consistency into the future. Planning 

is based on using the best available information to advantage. It is known that the oil 

supply will dwindle soon, and that the onset will be rapid and dramatic. It is also 

known that many rural areas are already in decline, and as such are keen to adopt 

strategies that keep them viable. It is suggested that preparing for peak oil can 

guarantee future security and also give prosperity a fighting chance. 
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